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Dear Animal Friends!

February 2013

Officially we are here for dogs and cats only but like in this case, when more and more emails and phone
calls get to us regarding injured or mistreated monkeys, we just have to do something.
This month we did a rescue of a different kind and made the life of this monkey a tiny little more bearable.
Some animal friends from abroad contacted us about a monkey which has been sitting in a cage for almost
two weeks without food or water. They tried to feed the monkey but as we all know, monkeys are not to be
trusted and therefore cleaning the cage was too dangerous for them.
I went with our manager Wit and one of the helpers to check it out. We ended up cleaning the cage and the
area underneath the cage and made sure the monkey gets its food and water. Since we know about this
case, we’ve been going back to the monkey every 2nd day.
As you can see on the picture, the monkey was sitting in his own dirt the whole time and that’s something we
want to change. We will weld a new cage to sit on- above the dirty ground, because the old one is too rotten
to repair.
In general our hands are tied when it comes to wild animal rescue such as monkeys and if the animal has an
owner and doesn’t want us to interfere, there is nothing we can do… Let’s hope the owner of this monkey will
let us put up the new cage next week…. Check out our little movie we made when we visited the monkey:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtukabvdBlI&list=UU0WqMhiPPjKfNR44kFRjM9g&index=1
We’ll make a new movie when we put up the new cage…
You can find the monkey at the Rockview Restaurant at the end of Chaweng Noi Beach, on the hill right
beside The First House Resort.

This is the monkey in his dirty cage when we first met
him……

We have also made the cage weather prove€.

Operation list January 2013
Dog (Female)
125

Dog (Male)
8

Cat (Female)
13

Cat (Male)
6

Other
7

Total
159

Thank you very much for all your help. We hope we can count on your continued support so that we can make even more
progress in the future. We believe our efforts to make Koh Samui more animal-friendly have made it a happier and safer
place for tourists, for which the tourists are grateful. Our four-legged friends are most grateful for your contribution!
Best wishes

Brigitte
and the DCRSF-Team

